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Abstract:. Cloud computing environment is a conglomeration
of computing resources that are maintained to provide a
plethora of services to users as utility on a pay-per-use basis.
When users request for services, a cloud provider has to
allocate relevant computing resources not only to complete a
task but also to satisfy the user requirements such as deadlines.
This necessitates the design of suitable scheduling algorithm
for effective utilization of available resources at the provider’s
end. While doing so one of the concerns of the provider is to
balance the load uniformly across resources. In this paper, the
Max-Min algorithm has been extended by incorporating the
concept of free time in order to effectively utilize the cloud
resources through load balancing and at the same time meet
the deadlines of individual tasks.
Index Terms : Cloud Computing, Deadline, Free Time,. Load
Balancing, Max-Min, Task Scheduling

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK
When users send request to be executed, the cloud provider
refers to the service level agreement and passes it to the cloud
task scheduling process. The process checks the status of
available resources and assigns the tasks to different resources
as per requirement. Many task scheduling algorithms have
been proposed for efficient allocation of resources [7][8][10].
Completing all the tasks in time and at the same time utilize
the resources optimally is a challenging task. Some of the
approaches are as follows:
A. Advance Reservation (AR): Resource reservation is done
in advance so that they are available at a specified time.
B. Best Effort: Request for resources are placed in a queue.
Resource allocation is done based on availability.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud is a collection of storage unit, servers and services
that exist over the internet where users have a convenient,
on-demand access to a shared pool of resources. Users can
send request over a network for a cloud service provider to
respond. It is a model based on the concept of sharing of
virtual resource as per user requirement. It works on two
basic concepts; viz., abstraction and virtualization. A cloud
user has no information as to where data are stored and in
which physical machines the applications run.
Virtualization enables creation of virtual machines (VMs)
or replicas of computing resources which are provisioned
on demand by the users and billed as per usage. The
resources are scalable as per the requirement.
Cloud based applications suffer from the latency problem
existing in the network. The current technology is based on
live migration of virtual machines for proper resource
allocation to jobs. But, the migrations add overhead to the
network. The common approach to handle this problem is
to develop some possible schedules and choose the most
suitable one which would minimize migration and
maximize resource utilization. Yet another requirement is
that jobs are to be completed within user specified deadlines.
Thus, the present study focuses on developing task
scheduling strategies that can ensure completion of tasks
within deadlines and optimal resource utilization through
load balancing in order to minimize migration of tasks.

C. Immediate: On receiving a resource request either the
requested resources are allocated immediately or the
request is rejected due to unavailability of resources.
Heuristic approaches for resource allocation have been
proposed in [11] [12] that consider factors such as:
 Minimum Execution Time – The scheduler assigns
tasks to the machines where the execution time is
minimum. But, here the availability of a machine at
the time of actual scheduling is not considered.
 Minimum Completion Time – The scheduler selects
that machine in which the expected completion
time of task is minimum among all the available
machines. However it considers only the load of the
machine
without
considering
minimum_execution_time. Completion_time of a
task is computed as the sum of time taken for
execution on a machine and the availability time of
that machine.
Some dynamic algorithms to generate the static resource
allocation have been proposed in [14] such as:
 Cloud List scheduling – Here the resources are assigned
to tasks on priority basis. The assigned task starts its
execution only after all it’s previous tasks have
finished and the resource is free.
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 Cloud Min-min scheduling –In this approach, first the
task whose execution time is minimum on all resources
is figured out and then it is allocated to that resource for
which the completion _time is minimum. This
procedure is followed for all the remaining tasks.
El-Sayed et al. [8] proposed Max-Min scheduling algorithm
to allocate the tasks to the available resources which is
slightly different from Min-min scheduling. In this
approach, first the task with highest execution_time on all
resources is found and then it is allocated to that resource
for which the completion _time is minimum.
Motivational example
An attempt has been made to compare the performance
of these two algorithms for the purpose of scheduling. Let
us consider, three different resources and five different
tasks. Table A presents the processing speed of the
resources and Table B presents the size of all task.
Considering these data, execution_time and expected
completion_time of the tasks are calculated using Min-Min
algorithm as shown in Table C. The struck out figures
indicate that those resources are not allocated to the
corresponding row task rather that task is assigned to the
resource that is left out. Table C presents the resultant
schedule according to Min-Min algorithm.

Fig 1. Gantt Chart using Min-Min algorithm

Fig 1 presents the Gantt chart for the schedule generated by
the Min-Min algorithm. It shows the tasks T1, T3, T5 are
allocated to resource R1 and the tasks T2, T4 are allocated
to resource R2. It depicts the total makespan, which is
calculated as Maximum of all RTi, where RTi is the ready_
time of each resource after exeution which is 8 seconds in
this case.
TABLE D. EXECUTION TIME(EXPECTED COMPLETION TIME)
MAX-MIN ALGORITHM
Tasks\ Resources

R1

R2

R3

T5

5(5)

6.25(6.25)

10(10)

T4

2.5(7.5)

3.125(3.125)

5(5)

T3

2(7)

2.5(5.625)

4(4)

T2

1.5(6.5)

1.875(5)

3(7)

T1

1(6)

1.25(6.25)

2(6)

TABLE A. RESOURCE CAPACITY

R1

Processing
Speed(MB/Sec)
10

R2

8

R3

5

Resources

TABLE B. TASK SPECIFICATION
Tasks

Task Size(MB)

T1

10

T2

15

T3

20

T4

25

T5

50

TABLE C. EXECUTION TIME(EXPECTED COMPLETION TIME)
MIN-MIN ALGORITHM
Tasks\ Resources

R1

R2

R3

T1

1(1)

1.25(1.25)

2(2)

T2

1.5(2.5)

1.875(1.875)

3(3)

T3

2(3)

2.5(4.375)

4(4)

T4

2.5(5.5)

3.125(5)

5(5)

T5

5(8)

6.25(11.25)

10(10)
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Fig 2. Gantt Chart using Max-Min algorithm

Again the execution_time and the expected
completion_time are calculated for the same tasks and
resources according to Max-Min algorithm as shown in
Table D. Fig 2 presents the Gantt chart for the schedule
generated using Max-Min algorithm. It shows that the tasks
T1, T5 are allocated to resource R1, the tasks T2, T4 are
allocated to resource R2, and the task T3 is allocated to
resource R3. Now the total makespan in Fig 2 is 6 seconds
and it is less than that of Min-Min algorithm.
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Unlike Min-Min, where no task is allocated to the
resource R3, here it is noted that the Max-Min algorithm
allocates the tasks evenly across the resources to some
extent. Also it’s makespan is better than Min-Min
scheduling. In this example, we show the improvement of
Max-Min algorithm over Min-Min algorithm which
motivated us to carry forward with Max-Min algorithm.
Also it is observed that using Max-Min scheduling
algorithm no such model has been formulated yet using free
time concept along with task’s deadlines and load
balancing of resources. Therefore, it is believed that an
efficient model can be designed with such an optimizing
technique.

the deadline and completion time is the free time of the
resource. Often there are tasks that are completed before
their respective deadlines. As per the service level
agreement, all the jobs need to be completed by deadline.
But by completing the jobs much before the deadline will
not benefit the service provider by any means. Therefore,
this free time of the resources can be utilised by executing
those tasks which failed to meet their deadlines. The Free
time is calculated for those tasks which have completed
their execution before deadline by using the formula:
Free time(FT) =Deadline (DL) – Completion time (CT)
Algorithm 2.
Prepare two sets of tasks X and Y, where X is the set of task
that met the deadline and Y for others.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this paper, we propose two algorithms - a scheduling
algorithm and a load balancing algorithm for effective
utilization of resources. It is an extension of Max-Min
algorithm. Considering all the tasks with their respective
deadlines, if any, a feasible schedule is prepared using
Max-Min policy as given in Algorithm 1. Here, on every
resources the Execution time(ET) of each task is computed
using formula:

1.

for each task Tx in X, assigned to a resource Rj
Calculate FTx = DLx –CTxj
end for
2. for each resource Rj
for each and every task Tx allocated to Rj
i. prepare a matrix FTMjx
ii. Map FTMjx with FTx to indicate which Tx
has how much FTx on a resource Rj
end for
end for
3. while (each task Ty in Y is considered) do
I. for each resource Rj
if ETj(Ty) on Rj is less than FTMjx and also
less than DLy
i. Consider the FTx of the next upper task Tx
assigned to Rj till ( DLx > CTxj and
ETj(Ty) on Rj ≤ FTMjx ). Mark this
location as Pj.
ii. if Ty is allocated to Rj then calculate the
balance computing capacity as Cleft j=
(FT of the last allocated task on R j ETj(Ty)) × Capacity(Rj)
end if
end for
II. Assign Ty to that resource Rj which has
minimum Cleftj
III. Recalculate FTMjx from the location Pj to the
last task assigned to Rj as FTMjx = FTMjx ETj(Ty)
IV. Recalculate CTMxj for Ty

Similarly, Completion time is calculated using the formula
CTij = ETij + RAj [15] where RA represents the resource
availability time. Since at the beginning all resources are
free, the resource availability time is set to zero for all. Then
the task of maximum size is considered to be allocated to a
resource where the task completes in lowest time. The same
process is followed for the next largest size task till all the
tasks are considered.

Algorithm 1.
Arrange the tasks in list TL in decreasing order of their
size.
1. for each task Tn in TL,
for each resource Rm,
Calculate CTmn = ETmn + RAm
end for
end for
2. while (the list TL is not empty) do
i. Consider the first task Tf from TL
ii. Assign Tf to the resource Rj for which CTfj is
minimum
iii. Delete Tf from TL
iv. Recalculate RAm
v. Recalculate CTmn for all Tf
Now the schedule generated by Algorithm 1 is checked
whether all the tasks can be completed before their
respective deadlines. If all the tasks can meet their
deadlines, then the schedule is considered as appropriate.
Otherwise, the next algorithm Algorithm2 is applied to
reschedule the tasks that have failed to meet their deadlines
where the Free time concept is used. The time gap between
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A matrix is formed to represent the Free time of each of the
resources for each of the task assigned to them. Then the failed
tasks are checked whether they can be accommodated within
these Free times of all the resources so they can be completed
before their deadline without affecting the schedule of other
task. If the failed task can be accommodated in more than one
resources, then it will be allocated to that resource where the
left over computation is minimum because the leftover
computation will not be able to satisfy any other task and the
resources which have more leftover computation can satisfy
new incoming tasks.
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time is calculated for the remaining tasks and a matrix FTM
is formed. The available free time on each of the resources
and the allotted tasks are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Resour ces

Algorithm 3.
1. Find makespan (Sm) of all the resources.
2. while (highest makespan(Sm1) – 2nd highest makespan
(Sm2) > 1) do
i. Find the resource Rm with highest makespan
Sm1
ii. Take the last task Ti on Rm
iii. Find the resource Rj which produces
minimum_completion_
time CTmin if task Ti is allotted at end of Rj
iv. if CTmin < Sm
Reallocate Ti to resource Rj
Recalculate the ready_time of both Rm
andRj
Recalculate Sm
Then it is checked whether all the resources are evenly loaded
or not. It can be done by comparing the makespan of all
resources. If the makespan of the resources are not close to each
other then the resources are not uniformly loaded. For this a
load balancing scheme is proposed in Algorithm 3 which
distributes the tasks among all resources.
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Fig 3. Generated schedule using Algorithm 1

Fig 4. Free time matrix on each resource FTM

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
For analysis purpose, a set of resources and tasks are
considered as shown in the tables E and F below.
TABLE E. TASK SPECIFICATION

Tasks

Task
Size(MB)

Deadline(secs)

T1

15

8

T2

25

12

T3

34

23

T4

42

24

T5

21

21

T6

58

22

T7

80

25

T8

71

19

T9

22

20

T10

12

23

Fig 5. Scheduled task on resources corresponding to FTM
Now the tasks which are not meeting their deadlines, are
checked whether they can be reallocated to any resources.
First the task T2 is considered as its size is larger than T1.
Then execution time of T2 on R1 (2.5 secs) is checked
whether it is lesser or equal to the free time of the last task
T4 assigned to R1 i.e. 11.8 secs which is true. It is also
verified if execution time of T2 on R1 is less than or equal to
deadline of T2 which is also true. The reason behind this
check is that, if the condition fails then even if T2 had been
assigned first to R1, T2 can never be completed before
deadline by R1. After verifying this, the FT of the
immediate previous task of the current one is compared.
This procedure is performed for every task previously
allotted to R1 until T2 can be accommodated in FTs without
affecting deadline of other tasks and this point is marked as
P1. Similarly, points P2 and P3 are found for resources R2
and R3. But T2 will be allocated to that resource where the
left over computation time is less.
If it is decided to allocate T2 to R1 then the computation
left in R1 is calculated as per the formula in step 3.I.ii. as
Cleft = (11.8-2.5)×10 which is 93 MB which means that
with the leftover free time on R1, tasks of 93 MB can be
further accommodated. Similar checks are performed with
other resources R2 and R3 for assignment of T2. In R2 the
location P2 is the starting location and the computation left
Cleft = (5.625-3.125) × 8 i.e. 20 MB. Similarly, in R3 the
location P3 is the starting location and the computation left
Cleft =(5.2-5)×5 i.e. 1 MB of computation.

TABLE F. RESOURCE CONFIGURATION
Resources

Processing Speed(MB/sec)

R1

10

R2

8

R3

5

On applying Algorithm 1 to these inputs, the schedule
obtained is as shown in Figure 3. In this schedule it may be
noted that T1 and T2 will complete their execution in 16.2
sec and 14.7 sec respectively on R1 and will not meet their
deadlines (8 secs and 12 secs respectively). Therefore, to
accommodate these two tasks, Algorithm 2 is used. The free
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According to the proposed algorithm, T2 should be
allocated to that resource where the computation left is
minimum. Therefore, T2 will be allocated to R3 and the
position of allocation is P3 location i.e. in the revised
schedule T2 is the first task allocated to R3 and all
previously allocated tasks will be rescheduled one position
next. For task T1, the same procedure is followed and it will
be assigned to resource R2. So as per the new schedule, both
the failed tasks will be completed before their respective
deadlines.

point of view is to balance the load across the available
resources for effective resource utilization. In this paper, we
have proposed two algorithms in order to deal with the
deadline requirements as well as load balancing of resources.
The algorithms are theoretically analyzed to show their
efficacy. But, in this work we have not considered the
dependencies that may exist among the tasks which may
further complicate task scheduling. We would like to
consider such aspects in our future scope of the work.

Resour ces
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Fig 6. Generated schedule using Algorithm 2
Figure 6 presents the resultant schedule of the proposed
algorithm2. In this schedule the tasks T1 and T2 are meeting
their deadlines and thus the objective of meeting deadlines
of all tasks is achieved and all resources within a cloud are
utilised fully so that there is no need of migrating the tasks to
another cloud. But, it is observed that the resources are not
used evenly i.e., resources R2 and R3 are allotted with more
tasks as compared to resource R1. It is also observed that
makespan of R3 is 20.8 where as makespan of R1 is 12.1. So
the resources are not utilised uniformly and Algorithm 3 is
applied.

Fig 7. Generated schedule using Algorithm 3
The proposed algorithm 3 generated the resultant schedule
as given in Figure 7. It can be observed from the Figure 7
that all the three resources are evenly used and the overall
makespan is reduced from 20.8 to 17.75 seconds. Thus, it is
observed that all the tasks are completed in lesser time.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Task scheduling is one of the major challenges in the
framework of cloud environment in order to meet the
deadlines as per the service level agreements. Another
aspect that is equally important from the cloud provider’s
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